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THE SPRING MARKET
As the property market continues to recover this spring,
buyers and sellers are well advised to focus on 5 key
areas that will largely shape the market’s performance.
Leading into spring, the market conditions seemed to
be improving week to week.
The recovery to date has not been linear across market
segments. Some niche markets such as inner-city
houses have rebounded strongly whilst apartments in
suburbia continue to struggle. Generalised commentary
such as ‘Sydney house prices’ won’t help a Birchgrove
home buyer nor will ‘inner city apartments’ assist
someone looking to downsize to a waterfront apartment.
Stock levels/days on market – vendors benefited
whilst buyers were left frustrated by the historically low
stock levels over winter. Market pessimists claimed the
economic fundamentals were weak – but when there are
more buyers than sellers, vendors hold the advantage
regardless of the fundamentals. Sometimes the market
can play the other way – whereby the fundamentals
are healthy but the market is over supplied with stock,
giving buyers an advantage. The recovery in Perth will
look this way when their State economy shows strong
improvement, the housing market will initially lag until
excess stock levels are cleared.
Core Logic monthly index – normally, you would not
suggest an index would influence the performance of a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

14 Arthur St Leichhardt sold for $1,950,000 in a sign of
the market recovery. Buyers were left frustrated by the
historically low stock levels over winter.

market. It is normally the other way around; the market
shapes the index’s reading.
The Core Logic monthly index accurately tracked the
downturn and has quickly become the most credible
source of the market performance.
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BUYING AN APARTMENT?
Some simple tricks to save you thousands

The defects apparent in apartment buildings are
dominating the news and has done so since the Opal
Tower story broke last Christmas Eve. However, don’t
mistake the current news cycle as new news when it
comes to the build quality of apartments.
Admittedly, the seriousness of the issues does seem
to be escalating. We have compiled a list of some
basic issues to look for when buying an apartment.
Whilst we don’t promise the points raised below are all
encompassing, they will assist you in the marketplace
if you heed the advice.
Historical records – many people take comfort in the
strata report. Whilst you should read the strata report
(don’t delegate it to your lawyer), understand a strata
report covers fairly recent issues. By understanding the
building’s full history, you are better placed to make a
purchasing decision.
Car park and fire exits – for some reason, anecdotally,
the quality of a development is often reflected down in
the car park where the pipes and infrastructure are on
display. High quality buildings are obvious at first glance
in the car park. Poorly built or poorly run apartment
blocks will often have leaking pipes, decaying concrete,
rusted support and the like on display. The cheap quality
of the imported materials used in construction have
become apparent over time. This is a flashing red light
that you should adhere too.
Neighbours – whether buying a house or an apartment,
speaking with the neighbours to get the ‘local goss’ is a
hugely underrated element of buying a property. Rest
assured, the neighbours will tell you what the agent
won’t.
Common areas – how well maintained are they? The
state of common areas and fixtures is a telling indicator
as to how proactive and responsive the strata manager
is or isn’t.
Building inspector/engineer – many people
mistakenly believe they don’t need to or should not get a
building inspection or engineer to inspect their proposed

purchase. Going forward, having a professional
inspector offer a detailed condition report on the subject
lot and the complex at large will become the norm for
buyers. As it should have been all along. Don’t just rely
on the written report, attend the property at the same
time as your inspector to gain a practical assessment
where you can also ask the inspector questions.
Builder/Developer/Architect – who built the property
and are they credible? As outlined in the recent Four
Corners story on apartments, watch for the overuse of
a renowned architect’s name. The story highlighted how
some developers use a high profile architect for initial
plans but then use a cheaper third-rate option to finish
the plans and construction phase off.
High rises and conversions – unfortunately they both
now fit into the high-risk category for apartment buyers.
Before brand new high rises became the unwanted
face of apartment defects, factory and warehouse
conversions were the most common area of defects
and building issues. It is not to say don’t buy these
apartments, rather be extra careful.
Age – the newer the build, the less everyone knows
about its durability and vice versa. There is much to
be said for purchasing a building that is over 10 years
old. Any issues are far more likely to have come to the
surface. The goal is not to find the perfect building but
to avoid a disaster block and/or have a sense of issues
before buying rather than after buying (when it’s too
late).
Cheap build, expensive fittings – many developers
bamboozle buyers with high quality appointments. A
Gaggenau oven or Miele dishwasher won’t do you any
good if the entire building has plumbing leaks.
Off the plan – buying an apartment off the plan is the
equivalent of buying the developer’s promise. Therefore,
we won’t even attempt to address the risks that exist in
this space in this article.

Bidders per property is without doubt the best metric
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
In recent months, the index has shown the market
tracking positively which then feeds into buyer
confidence.

to measure market depth. During the downturn, finding
one fair and reasonable offer was a feat for vendors.
This is why many properties were either ‘Sold prior to
Auction’ or were simply ‘Withdrawn’. When faced with
an environment of one or no buyers, trying to engineer

With money being cheap and readily available, buyer
confidence is the final requirement for the market
recovery to really take hold. We have already seen
many sales that suggest the market recovery is
becoming more aggressive and reflective of early 2017.
The Core Logic monthly index is where many
commentators, forecasters and buyers will take their
cue.
Rental market – the inner west rental market is falling,
across the housing and apartment market. This is likely
to impact the market in one of two ways. Firstly, demand
will be muted as investors are less likely to be interested
in buying a rental property at a time of falling income.

a competitive auction is optimistic.
In recent times, the number of bidders has increased
enormously. We are regularly seeing up to 5 or 6 bidders
per property, highlighting depth in the market which will
ultimately push prices higher.
The apartment market has copped an absolute
shellacking since the Opal Tower cracked last
December. Interestingly, buyers have still shown a
propensity to purchase apartments, albeit with added
caution. If there is one common denominator in the few

Secondly, existing landlords may be tempted to sell

instances of building defects, it is high rise apartments

by the higher sales prices on offer, at a time of lower

less than 7 years old. This will inadvertently make older,

rental returns. This could potentially add to stock levels

established apartment blocks more appealing to home

(supply). We have already seen this trend over winter

buyers. A complete loss of buyer confidence in the

as a disproportionally high number of landlords opted to

apartment market would be catastrophic for the market

sell rather than re-let their property as it became vacant.

and the economy. Hopefully this can be avoided.

7/58 Edith Street, Leichhardt has been sold after a successful
A public auction that achieves a sale under the hammer will stall at the underbidders highest price.
campaign with over 200 enquiries received and 3 offers made.

EXPLODING THE AUCTION MYTH
It is a long-held myth that public auctions outperform
controlled negotiations as a selling method. Sure, on
very rare occasions when there is a bidding frenzy in a
strong market and two or more buyers are determined
not to be outbid for the property, a stunning price in
excess of the expectations may be achieved.
Could a better result have been achieved with less
stress and risk though? Almost certainly, yes.
Whenever you have the fortunate situation of having
more than one buyer trying to buy your home, the worst
thing an agent can do is disclose the competing offers
to each of the interested buyers. If you do, the buyers
bids then become incremental, whereby a buyers next
bid is governed by the previous buyers last bid.
At public auctions, each bidder’s focus is on outbidding
the competing buyers with bids of $1000 or $5000. As
the reserve price is met, buyers minimise their bids as
opposed to offering the highest price they are prepared
to pay for the property.

deadline draws closer, the pressure is often transferred
back onto the seller by the agent. They pressure their
vendor to drop their reserve price. Agents call it ‘meeting
the market’.
This especially damages the price of your home if the
property is passed in because of a bargain hunter’s low
bidding on auction day. Any chance of a high price is
destroyed when your home is passed in for a low price,
in front of a big crowd. The best buyers in the market
place will wonder what is wrong with your home given
it failed to sell on the big day.
Further evidence that auctions don’t attract the best
price can be found in the success many vendors
achieve by passing their home in and holding out for a
higher price. It is extremely common for a property to
be passed in at auction, only to sell for a higher price a
week or two after the auction.

Merely selling to the highest bidder, as opposed to
selling to a buyer who offers their highest walk away
price, is why almost all auctions fail to achieve the best
price possible for home sellers.
For example, if one buyer is prepared to pay $1.1 million
to buy your home and the under-bidder is only prepared
to pay $1 million, it is mathematically impossible for a
public auction to attain the best price by drawing the
additional $100,000 from the winning bidder. It might
draw $5000 or even $10,000 extra, but that will be it.
The seller missed out on $90,000 because the auction’s
bidding process failed them.
In today’s turbulent market, many agents push the
auction process as the best method of finding out the
true market value of your home.
In reality, an auction achieves the second best price
plus one bid. A public auction that achieves a sale under
the hammer will stall at the underbidder’s highest price.
In effect this leaves the best buyer in a position to buy
the home with a measly $1000 bid. Gallingly, even
though they were prepared to bid significantly more,
if required.
Home sellers are told the auction deadline will pressure
buyers into offering more. However, as the auction

‘Exploding the auction myth’ is Chapter 33 of Real
Estate Uncovered by Peter O’Malley.
We have 50 complimentary copies of the book for
those looking to sell smarter in 2019. To receive your
copy, simply contact us on (02) 9818 2133.
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76b Evans Street
Rozelle
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160B Glebe Point Road
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$1,600,000
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11 Mount Street
Pyrmont
$1,300,000
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68/2 Shore Road
Chiswick
$ - Confidential
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402/7 Magnolia Drive
Breakfast Point
$865,000
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7/58 Edith Street
Leichhardt
$ - Confidential
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36 Gipps Street
Birchgrove
$1,050,000
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610/70 Macdonald Street
Erskineville
$679,950
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14 Arthur Street
Leichhardt
$1,950,000
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42/18 Edgewood Crescent
Cabarita
$1,745,000
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SOLD
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51/788 Bourke Street
Waterloo
$531,000
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